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Outline

• PCK in out-of-school science activities

• A dynamic perspective on expressed pedagogical content 

knowledge (EPCK) 

• Research questions: EPCK-CS – construct and process 

validity

• Method: Principal Factor Analysis

• Results: factors found and distributed factors in time-series

• Conclusion, discussion, and practical implications





PCK in out-of-school science

• PCK: “Ways of representing and formulating the subject 

[content] that make it comprehensible to others” 

(Shulman,1986)

• Out-of-school science: science education at outside school 

environments



Why out-of-school learning?

• Interest in science is necessary for maintaining a sustainable 
society – e.g., solutions for global issues (OECD, 2015)

• Out-of-school learning is important as formal education is not 
sufficient for developing creative, problem-solving skills 
(Fleener, 2016) – real meaningful learning is needed



Expressed Pedagogical Content 

Knowledge (EPCK)

1. PCK is shaped by students’ actions in real-time interaction

2. PCK as internal entities are static – often measured by questionnaires

➢ contradicts the basics of Complex Dynamic System’s perspective

Why we should PCK concieve of as dynamically constructed?
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Properties of a complex dynamic system
Related to PCK

Interconnected timescales

Forming of attractor states

Variability and non-linearity

Van Geert, 1994

Multiple components form the process: 
co-construction

PCK is soft assembled in real-time 
– related to other timescales

All components play an active, 
constituting roll in the process that 
enacts as a particular part of PCK

PCK is an emergent property of 
many coupled or interacting 
variables. These couplings  

fluctuate over time and some 
couplings self-organize in 

relatively stable states



From PCK to EPCK

PCK is a mental property inside the teacher

Definition of EPCK: 

“EPCK is the pedagogical content knowledge that emerges, develops, and 

is enacted in the form of real-time interaction in a concrete educational 

context, that is to say that it takes place in the form of a particular content-

oriented activity and interactivity between teachers and their students, 

as a result of a dynamically co-constructed process”
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Interacting variables – EPCK components

Theoretical EPCK Component Description

1 Content-focused activity On-taks and on-topic behavior

2 Teaching style Degree of openness; declaritive / 

conceptual understanding

3 Teacher’s reaction to students’ 

contribution

Degree of autonomy for spontanous input

4 Teacher’s reaction to students’ 

conception

Expressed follow-up and judgment of 

student’s conceptions

5 Students’ level of complex thinking Expressed knowledge and skills

6 Students’ contribution Spontaneous / non-sponteneous

7 Students’ conception Expressed conceptions



Measuring EPCK in real-time

EPCK  Coding Scheme (EPCK-CS)

➢ Construct validity: does the coding scheme reveal how EPCK as defined 

by its theoretical components indeed emerges in real-time interaction? 

➢ Do empirically found latent factors correspond with theoretical 

components?

➢ Process validity: does the coding scheme reveal a process of EPCK-

emergence that complies with our CDS-based properties
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This study: Validation of EPCK 

Coding Scheme

How to Measure Expressed Pedagogical Content 

Knowledge in Real-Time Interaction? An Illustration from 

the Field of Out-of-School Science Activities (Geveke et 

al., 2020) in International Journal of Complexity in 

Education, 1(1), Inaugural Issue.
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Method

• Participants

– 1 case: experienced educator Mobile Planetarium; 1 class of 25 students 
from grade 3

• Procedure: 

– global observations of PCK educators –highly ranked educator was 
selected;

– Video taped activity in the Mobile Planetarium, coding of first 700 sec

• Instrument: Coding Scheme based on theoretical EPCK components

• Analysis: 

– Coding in three steps 

– Smooth time series 

– Principal Factor Analysis – 26 variables
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Theoretic EPCK Component Variable (bolt: High-level EPCK)

1 Content-focused activity Absence of content-focused activity

2 Teaching style Think-time; evoking conceptual understanding; 

evoking declarative knowledge; information, instruction 

or confirmation

3 Teacher’s reaction to students’ 

contribution

React to spontaneous contribution; react to 

contribution; no reaction to spontaneity; teacher’s 

initiation

4 Teacher’s reaction to students’ 

conception

No reaction to students’ conception; neutral judgment;

positive judgment; negative judgment; feedback b.m.o

follow-up questions; feedback b.m.o explaining’; no 

feedback

5 Students’ level of complex thinking Conceptual understanding; declarative knowledge; 

non-complex thinking; procedures

6 Students’ contribution Spontaneous reaction; reaction to question;

7 Students’ conception Incorrect conception; fragmented conception; 

correct conception
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Theoretic EPCK Component Variable (bolt: High-level EPCK)

1 Content-focused activity Absence of content-focused activity

2 Teaching style Think-time; evoking conceptual understanding; 

evoking declarative knowledge; information, instruction 

or confirmation

3 Teacher’s reaction to students’ 

contribution

React to spontaneous contribution; react to 

contribution; no reaction to spontaneity; teacher’s 

initiation

4 Teacher’s reaction to students’ 

conception

No reaction to students’ conception; neutral judgment;

positive judgment; negative judgment; feedback b.m.o

follow-up questions; feedback b.m.o explaining’; no 

feedback

5 Students’ level of complex thinking Conceptual understanding; declarative knowledge; 

non-complex thinking; procedures

6 Students’ contribution Spontaneous reaction; reaction to question;

7 Students’ conception Incorrect conception; fragmented conception; 

correct conception

Proportion reliability method 0.85 - 1.00 (average 0.94)
Corresponding kappa’s: 0.77 – 1.00(average 0.89)



Emergence of EPCK: Construct validity
Factor: description Correlated variables (>0.50)

Factor 1: controlled correct 

declarative knowledge. 

Correct conception (S); declarative knowledge (S); 

react to question (S); positive judgment (T)

Factor 2: open teaching, focused 

on complex thinking and conceptual 

understanding 

React to contribution (T); evoking declarative 

knowledge (T); think-time (T); conceptual 

understanding (S); evoking conceptual 

understanding (T); feedback b.m.o. of follow-up 

questions (T)

Factor 3: closed initiative Information, instruction or confirmation (T); teacher’s 

Initiation (T)

Factor 4: spontaneous, fragmented 

conceptions, neutrally judged, 

extended by means of 

explanations, or not acknowledged 

Fragmented conception (S); no reaction to student’s 

conception (T); no reaction to spontaneity (T); react to 

spontaneous contribution (T); neutral judgment (T); 

feedback b.m.o. explaining (T); 



Short-term dynamics of EPCK – process

Validity
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Short-term dynamics of EPCK – process

Validity
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Instructor: So, in a little while the Sun will drop behind the building, and 
then it will become dark. And does anyone perhaps know why that 

happens? Why does it become dark every evening, and then light again 
in the morning when the Sun comes back up? Yes? 

Student: Because the Earth is turning. 
Instructor: Do you also know in what way the Earth turns? 

Instructor: No? Does it turn uhm... Well, there are two possibilities 
really: does the Earth circle around the Sun, or is it that the Earth spins 

around itself?
Instructor: ... 

Student: Spins around itself? 
Instructor: That’s right, the Earth is spinning. It does both, actually − it 
circles around the Sun and it spins around itself − but it’s thanks to the 

spinning that we have day and night



Conclusion I

Does the coding scheme reveal how EPCK as defined by its theoretical components 
indeed emerges in real-time interaction? 

• the variables in the coding scheme could be reduced to a small set of EPCK factors: 

➢ Factor 1: controlled correct declarative knowledge

➢ Factor 2: open teaching, focused on complex thinking and conceptual 
understanding 

➢ Factor 3: closed initiative

➢ Factor 4: spontaneous, fragmented conceptions, neutrally judged, extended by 
means of explanations, or not acknowledged 

• Empirically found factors are different from theoretical EPCK component. 

• The components (factors) are constructed by means of an intertwined process of 
teacher- and student-elements

Construct validity
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Conclusion II

Does the coding scheme reveal a process of EPCK-emergence that 

complies with our CDS-based properties?

• EPCK is a locally emergent and variable process, and that it emerges 

out of coupled interacting variables

• Factors correspond with various levels of EPCK (high-low)

• Transcription also show that different features of targeted concepts of 

EPCK

• Self-organization in recurrent, stable attractor states? See study in 

Frontiers in Psychology (Geveke et al., 2017) – next slide

Process validity
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Forming of attractor states
Attractor States in Teaching and Learning Processes: A Study of Out-

of-School Science Education (Geveke et al., 2017) in Frontiers in 

Psychology
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Discussion

• EPCK-CS for out-of-school activities, but it can also be used in science 
activities within primary schools 

• The EPCK-CS instrument is supplementary and not exhaustive

• Further research: 

– Attractors and time-serial properties related to high-level and low-level 
EPCK in relatie to teacher training, and students’ preperation in school:  
see study 2

– Intentions teachers have when they apply certain teaching strategies, 
e.g. by using vignettes (e.g., Luft & Zhang, 2014) or by commenting on 
their own video-taped and coded lessons, as in video-feedback 
coaching (e.g., VFC-T, Wetzels, 2015). 
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Practical implications – what works?

2) Elicite conceptual

thinking bij asking

questions

1) Evoke thinking bij 

asking questions, 

encourgae, provide

think-time 

3) Provide 

opportunity to 

express spontaneity 

and deepen those 

expressions

https://www.google.nl/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmiro.medium.com%2Fmax%2F2800%2F1*BgPLcocaAsS0AH2fEWlNmA.png&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmedium.com%2Fpminsider%2Fhow-to-ask-questions-effectively-3f9b43cee6a2&docid=lgJGPIeA5WCz3M&tbnid=OIFpJM20N3GqYM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjJkPy8usjkAhULr6QKHUzjD5EQMwhOKAIwAg..i&w=1400&h=573&bih=662&biw=1362&q=ask%20questions&ved=0ahUKEwjJkPy8usjkAhULr6QKHUzjD5EQMwhOKAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8


Practical implications

• During the dynamic teaching-learning process the teacher must decide 

whether and when he or she should provide cognitive autonomy or be 

more in control, e.g., provide or explanations (e.g., metaphors, 

analogies) or examples (similar/dissimilar situations), etc. (e.g., Park & 

Oliver, 2007). 

• With the EPCK-CS teachers can:

– obtain a representation of the observable, dynamic and interactional 

properties of high-level EPCK moments

– learn to recognize these high-quality teaching and learning moments

– learn to influence the interaction at moments when the EPCK-level 

is less than optimal

High-level EPCK in perspective and the use of EPCK-CS in practice
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Take away massage

EPCK is not an enduring or stable property of teaching-learning 
….

EPCK is a dynamic property – constructed by means of 
dynamic intertwined process of teacher and student 
elements - occurring in the form of sequences of high and 
low levels, and corresponding peaks in the latent factors. These 
peaks can be detected using the EPCK-CS!
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Thank you!

Questions? 25
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